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Abstract 
 
In this work, Electromagnetically Induced Transparency 
(EIT) has been studied in a RF-driven four-level ladder 
85
Rb atomic model. Rb atomic cell is simultaneously 
driven by three fields; two lasers, namely control and 
probe and one microwave. This spectroscopic technique 
of exposing atomic vapors to three energies may get 
established as a quantum primary standard for the RF 
electric-field amplitude metrology due to its dependency 
only on universal Plank’s constant. It is observed that 
when right resonant frequency is achieved the absorption 
spectrum gives a transition to EIT by inducing a window 
in middle of the curve cancelling the absorption. In 
addition, two-dimensional localization of an atom is also 
studied in various field scenarios. The maxima of 
absorption spectrum can be modified by making slight 
modifications in the electromagnetic fields driving the 
system. Next step in the metrology would be of measuring 
vector E-field for which finding the position of an atom 
may play a crucial role. This may add one extra degree of 
freedom in the evaluation of SI traceable E-field.    
 
1. Introduction 
 
Ever since the invention of laser, atom-light interaction 
has been a topic of great interest among the physicists. 
Over the last few decades, ample amount of work has 
been done throughout the globe on theoretical and 
experimental analysis of coherences inside atomic gas of 
rubidium isotope interacting with two lasers. Several 
groups have successfully progressed to utilize the 
characteristics of coherences and interferences inside the 
atoms into a number of applications. Optical response is 
modified by lasers tuned to atomic states and a number of 
quantum optic phenomena are recognized such as 
coherent population trapping [1], Fano effect [2], optical 
bistability [3], subluminal and superluminal light 
propagation [4], Electromagnetically Induced 
Transparency (EIT) [5,6], Autler-Townes splitting [7]. In 
recent past, the study of atom-photon interaction has been 
accepted as primary standard for several parameters like 
length[8], time [8], and frequency [8] because of the 
dependency only on the universal constants. In view of 
making all the measurements SI traceable, this technique 
showed potential possibility of getting accepted as 
primary standard for radio-frequency E-field 
measurement [9-11].  
In the field of atom-light interaction in quantum 
mechanics, Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle states that 
the momentum which a photon can transfer to an atom 
governs the precision of finding the atom. Heisenberg 
microscope confirms the fact that position of an atom 
cannot be determined more precisely than the half 
wavelength of the exciting field. Thus fundamentally an 
atom cannot be localized within the distances beyond half 
wavelength of the exciting energy. Recently, some of the 
research groups have showed that the positions of atoms 
can be observed more precisely beyond the theoretical 
limit as well [12-14]. A variety of analytical models has 
been presented for 1, 2 and 3-Dimensional atom 
localization [15-17].  Ding et al [15] studied the atom-
localization in the system driven by RF and optical fields 
and concluded that localization of atoms can be improved 
by controlling the parameters governing quantum 
coherence and interference inside the system.  
This possibility of finding the atom with high-precision 
due to the novel techniques may pave the way for vector 
E-field measurement in the field of quantum metrology. If 
we are able to locate and change the position of an atom, 
at will, within the wavelength of the RF field by varying 
the parameters we can control, we may give the direction 
vector of the E-field interacting with the atomic vapors 
inside the atomic cell.  
A theoretical background on rubidium atoms interacting 
with three energies instead of two is presented in this 
article. In the spectroscopic technique discussed in this 
work, the Rb vapour cell is a potential candidate for the 
standard probe for Electric-field sensing in 1GHz to 1 
THz range. Also, an initial analytical investigation results 
are reported about the changes in the absorption spectrum 
when studied in different combination of standing waves. 
 2. Model and Equations 
The time evolution of the atomic model is studied by 
deriving optical-Bloch equations. The lasers excites the 
atom from its ground states to the Rydberg states i.e. 
probe beam couples states |1! and |2!, and the states |2! 
and |3!  are driven by a strong control laser with Rabi 
frequency 2"# , shown in Fig. 1. The third driving field, a 
RF energy with Rabi frequency 2"$% couples the unstable 
states |3! and |4!.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 Schematic energy level scheme for 
87
Rb atom. 
&' , &# , and  &$%  are the frequencies of Probe, Control 
and RF energies with  "', "#, and "$% as their respective 
half-Rabi frequencies. 
 
Note that for different values of RF strength the 
nomenclature of fourth Rydberg state changes every time 
as Rydberg states are separated by very fine energy 
margin. Further, RF field cannot effect the transitions 
between the bare states |1! and |2! as a relatively high 
energy is required to excite the atom from ground state to 
its excited state (energy of the order of optical 
frequencies). The equations obtained by density matrix 
approach are given as 
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The set of equations are solved by applying the steady 
state and weak probe conditions. The off-diagonal 
element corresponding to the probe absorption can be 
obtained as  
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By following the method discussed in [18], the dispersion 
relation K(ω) for the system can be written as 
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The position of the atom passing through the standing 
wave fields can be understood by the monitoring the 
susceptibility of the system for the probe laser. The 
susceptibility can be determined by the off diagonal 
element )21 and written as [15] 
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(8) 
where N is the atom number density in the medium, G>H is 
the atomic dipole moment, Ep is the amplitude of the RF-
field, and  IH is the free space permittivity.  
 
3. Results and Discussions 
 
The linear response of an atom to resonant light is 
described by the susceptibility χ. The real part of χ gives 
us the refractive index of the medium, while the 
imaginary part gives the dissipation of field in the 
medium. The probe absorption in the medium depends on 
the probe and pump frequencies. Electromagnetically 
Induced Transparency (EIT) can be observed in the 
medium only when both the lasers are in resonance with 
the transition states. Figure 1 represents the induction of 
the transparent window in the absorption spectrum when 
the resonant conditions are matched. Red curve shows the 
case when the control laser frequency is not perfectly 
matched while, the blue curve represents the transition 
from perfect absorption to EIT when control Rabi 
frequency is matched.    
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Figure 2 Simulated absorption of probe laser for different 
values of Rabi frequency of pump laser. Red curve 
presents the case when Rabi frequency of pump laser is 
10 MHz and 600 MHz.   
 
Next, the behavior of two-dimensional atom localization 
is studied using the density matrix approach for different 
cases and are discussed in this section. The localization 
ωp, ΩP 
|1!
|4!
|3!
|2!
ωc, Ωc
ωrf, Ωrf 
pattern presented in Fig. 3 shows the wave-like pattern 
showing the finding probability of the atom is distributed 
along an y-axis when both control and RF fields are 
considered as standing waves i.e.  "#L = "# sin <1M and 
"$%N = "$% sin <2O: The other system parameters are 
P-= 1 MHz, P/= P89= Q , "- = 1QQ MHZ, "# =
4QQMHzBR "$% = 2QQMHz.  
 
 
 
Figure 3 Probe absorption as a function of wave vectors 
k1x and k2y reflecting the position probability as wave 
like structures in the x-axis; control field and RF field are 
considered as standing waves and probe field is 
considered as running field.  
 
Next, the behavior of atom localization is studied 
considering only control field to be standing wave i.e. 
"#LN = "#6sin <1M . S(T<2O7 and the result is shown in 
Fig. 4. The probe, control and RF Rabi frequencies are 
kept same as were in Fig. 2. A significant change has been 
observed in the localization pattern. The finding 
probability of an atom now restricts to only two quadrants 
i.e. second and fourth quadrants with the maxima of the 
probe absorption still distributed diagonally. Other system 
parameters are same as were in Fig. 3. 
 
   
 
 
Figure 4 Probe absorption as a function of wave vectors 
k1x and k2y reflecting the position probability as crater 
like structures in second as fourth quadrant; control field 
is considered as standing wave with and probe and RF 
field as running fields. 
This shows if the reflections of control laser is controlled 
in such a manner that a standing wave is created inside the 
cavity, the precision in finding the position of an atom 
may be confined to a smaller region. Further, when RF 
field is considered to be a combination of standing waves 
i.e. "$%LN = "$%6sin <1M . S(T<2O7  by keeping other 
fields as running waves, the maxima of probe absorption 
shifts to the alternate quadrants. The atom is now 
confined to two quadrants with equal probability of 
finding along with equal degrees of localization in first 
and third quadrants.   
 
 
 
Figure 5 Probe absorption as a function of wave vectors 
k1x and k2y reflecting the position probability as bell like 
structures in first as third quadrant; RF field is considered 
as standing wave with probe and control fields as running 
fields. 
The results discussed in this work expresses the fact that 
if propagation and other characteristics of the radio-
frequency used in inducing EIT in the system is controlled 
in such a way that a standing wave is created inside a 
microwave cavity with atomic vapor cell kept inside 
interacting with other fields simultaneously, the 
probability of finding an atom in 2D subwavelength may 
reach unity. More details about the necessary 
electromagnetic conditions required to observe the atom 
localization can be explored by plotting the 3D 
localization graphs of an atom and is the future plan of 
our group.  
 
4. Conclusion 
 
The behavior of 2D atom localization is explored in this 
work. We studied the behavior of probe absorption in 
three different cases. First, when both control and RF 
fields are considered as standing waves, the pattern is 
observed as a running wave and atom cannot be localized 
precisely. Second, when only control field is considered 
as standing wave the atom is more confined as compared 
to the previous result and is localized in the second and 
fourth quadrant, but the maxima are still distributed. At 
last, when RF field is considered as standing wave the 
atom is localized in first and third quadrant with equal 
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probability of finding the atom in both the quadrants. 
More investigation is required in this study to precisely 
understand the parameters governing the localization of 
an atom. Radio-frequency E-field metrology may utilize 
the concept of 2D and 3D atom localization for vector E-
field measurements with minimum uncertainty 
component.   
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